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The matrices $A \in \mathbb{C}^{n \times n}$ such that $A^{s+1}R = RA^*$ where $R^k = I_n$, and $s, k$ are nonnegative integers with $k \geq 2$ are introduced; such matrices are called \{R, $s+1, k$, $*$\}-potent matrices. The $s = 0$ case corresponds to matrices such that $A = RA^*R^{-1}$ with $R^k = I_n$, and is studied using spectral properties of the matrix $R$. Examples illustrating zero pattern constraints are presented. For $s \geq 1$, various characterizations of the class of \{R, $s+1, k$, $*$\}-potent matrices and relationships between these matrices and other classes of matrices are presented. (Received January 24, 2019)